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Chatham county nc detention center visitation

Chatham County Detention Center Inmate Locator: Title, Law, Current Housing Block, Orders, Trial Details, Nicknames, Custody, Sex, FileNo, Arrests, Release Date, Court Record, Booking Date, List of Inmates, Charges, Who's In Jail, Bond, Race, Nickname, Fine/Crt Costs, Mugshots. The Chatham County Detention Center is in Pittsboro, North Carolina.
The sheriff's department oversees and runs this prison. This facility serves the community of Chatham County. If an inmate receives a sentence of less than 24 months, he will be sent to the state. This facility has five dispatchers, seven deputies, a manager, and two financial officials. Also, this facility has 2 supervisors who have had quality training.
Offenders will be stationed at this facility if they have committed crimes in Chatham County. If you're looking for information about any inmate currently based at Chatham County Detention Centre, you can visit the inmates' search/appointment link here. Alternatively, call 919-545-8140 to find out about the prisoner. Note: Keep information about a prisoner
such as full name, age, gender, date of birth and prisoner ID at hand. If you still can't find the inmate's whereabouts, then you can try searching an inmate search page in North Carolina across the state. Chatham County Detention Center is located in Pittsboro City, Chatham County, North Carolina State. Anyone over the age of 18 with a valid government ID
card can be approved to visit an inmate in prison. A visiting person must not be on probation. Children under 18 years old must be accompanied by an adult. Each prisoner is allowed to visit one or two a week with each session ranged from 15 to 30 minutes. There are a maximum of four visitors per stall, excluding children. To find out more about Chatham
County Detention Centre (Pittsboro, NC), call 919-545-8140 or visit this page. Call 919-545-8140 or click here to view visiting hours at chatham county detention centre and procedures for scheduling an inmate visit. Chatham County Detention Center (Pittsboro, NC) Rules and Regulations: Violating any of the following laws may result in the cancellation or
termination of the visit. 1. All visitors must wear appropriate fabrics and not disclose. 2. No miniskirts or revealing cleavage or see through the dress. 3. Visitors shout not to bring items to the visiting area including wallet, food, drinks, etc. 4. You must not be on probation, a victim of a prisoner, a prisoner of pre-release status and that the right will be
suspended. 5. Visitors are prohibited from carrying firearms, alcohol or illegal drugs. 6. At no time will visitors attempt to give prisoners gifts, money or items. Please visit chatham county detention centre (Pittsboro, NC) at least 15 minutes before visiting time. Call 919-545-8140 to if you have any questions about registering visits and annoyance, visiting days,
dress code, visiting app doubts, communion visits, lawyer Availability and schedule of online video visits. Click here to search for an inmate on an Online Prison Onboard Tracking System (OR) call 919-545-8140 to find out about an inmate if an online tracker isn't running. You will receive information such as prisoner duty list, charges, case status, court date
and facial photographs. Chatham County Detention Center (Pittsboro, North Carolina) Phone number to contact the beds: State: North Carolina County: Inmate Chatham Mail Sent Money, Photos, books and magazines, care packages and statements to the prisoner via address below :- Prisoners first and last name, identification number of Chatham County
Detention Center295 West StreetPittsboro, NC 27312 Chikasso County Jail (Okoluna, MS) Visiting hours, Visiting hours, Rules, Telephone, Postal Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Telephone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy
(Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting
hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone, Chick Buckbee Youth Center - Hardy (Augusta, WV) Visiting hours, Rules, Phone Mail Yadkin County Jail (Yadkinville, NC) Visiting Hours, Rules, Telephone, Shasta
County Mail Youth Hospital (Reading, CA) Visiting Hours, Rules, Telephone, Montgomery County Jail Mail (Montgomery, AL) Visiting Hours, Rules, Phone, Mail County - Rules by General Rules Type: Updated Inmates of Changes That May Occur in Visitation Regulations. It is the responsibility of each prisoner to notify their visitors of these changes. Any
violation of visitation regulations may result in the suspension of visitation rights. Visitation rules may vary slightly from prison to prison, but the rules are published in each prison. Visitors should make sure to educate themselves about specific local prison visitation rules/policies. Prisoners in administrative or disciplinary custody have different visitation rules.
Again, they are aware of the rules and need to pass them on to their visitors. Vehicles must be locked up while they are in prison territory. Windows must be rolled up/closed, and all equipment must be secured in or on the vehicle (such as ladders, toolboxes). Never bring gifts or money to a prisoner. Cell phones and/or most are not allowed inside facilities.
They must be properly secured in your locked vehicle before entering the facility. Any type of device, whether worn or held by hand, that has the ability to record audio and/or video/photography and/or cell phone capabilities is not allowed. This can include, but not limited to, eyeglasses, tie tacks, lapel pins, wristwatches, pens, etc. No wallets, bags, diaper
bags, etc. Due to space restrictions, visits can be ended on a first-in, first-out basis to make room for visitors who may be waiting. Visiting room officers can allocate specific seating to visitors and prisoners, especially for those suspected or shown problems complying with compliance procedures. Visits that don't use a week can't move into next week. It's a
rule of using them or losing them. In most facilities, lockers are available for use (some may require a deposit ranging from 0.25 to $10). Prohibited Items Leave the visiting room by car or located in the locker. All vehicles and lockers are subject to search. An inmate may not want to visit even though the visitor is in prison. The county can't force an inmate to
make a visit if he doesn't want to. To ensure visitors receive at least one hour with their prisoner, visitors should arrive as early as possible on the day. To ensure a visit, visitors must arrive at least 1 hour before the closing time of the room. Visitors need to understand that some inmates have to cross the prison complex to the visiting room area and then be
processed for a visit – all of which takes a significant amount of time. So early arrival ensures the best visiting experience. It is suggested that visitors try to visit on weekdays rather than weekends as weekends tend to be very busy. Money will never be given to a prisoner. Prisoners will never use/operate a vending machine. Visitors may purchase vending
machine items for the prisoner to consume during the visit. Profits from visiting room vending machines benefit from each facility's general welfare fund. Although vending machines may be available, visitors should not depend on them filling up or in order. Visitors who require medication during the visit (such as inhalers or insulin injections) must advise the
visiting room officer and lobby officer upon arrival at the prison and take appropriate procedures. Critics are responsible for administering their own drugs. Visitors with any type of orthopaedic hardware need to present a card, from the attending physician, who records the hardware, in order to receive a contact visit. Visitors are responsible for supervising
and supervising minor visitors. For prisons that allow money in visiting rooms, no bigger than coins, $1 bills and $5 bills are allowed, with a total limit of $20 to $50. All money must be included in a clear plastic bag or a small clear purse. The team won't make a change. The visitor rooms are non-smoking and tobacco areas. E-cigarettes are not allowed.
There's no waiting area, so don't bring anyone who can't visit if they're going to wait for you at the facility. Anyone who does not visit will be required to leave the facility complex. Who can't visit: An ex-con of any correctional system - anyone currently under parole or probation - any current prisoner in pre-release or SIP status - any current or former county
employee - any current, active county volunteer - any current or former contract worker - any victim of the inmate - any visitor who has their visitation rights suspended - any visitor who has an active PFA against them for an inmate to be visited by anyone who is not allowed, the inmate must The visitor has been added to his list of visits, and a
recommendation must come from the staff of the prisoner unit. The facility manager or planner may permit such a visitor in accordance with the approved district process. People whose visiting rights have been suspended may write to the appropriate facility manager seeking to reinstate their visitation rights. Returning it is not guaranteed. Upon arrival at the
prison: illegal drugs and/or objects, alcohol, firearms, cameras and digital tape/video/recorders are not allowed on prison premises at any time. Cell phones and/or most are not allowed inside facilities. They must be properly secured in your vehicle before entering the facility. All visitor vehicles are subject to search. Any driver/owner and passengers in the
vehicle will not be permitted to visit if the driver/owner refuses to search the vehicle and will be subject to a visit suspension. You have to lock your car. Windows must be rolled up/closed, and all equipment must be secured in or on the vehicle (such as ladders, toolboxes). Children and/or animals cannot be left unattended by car. Any alcohol, drugs and/or
weapons found in your vehicle or person can result in a delayed visit and/or state police are called to prison. In most prisons, if you drive a personal vehicle to a prison, you must register the details of the vehicle with the visiting room officer: year, make, model and license plate number. Because prisons have inmates to perform cleaning services or duties
outside the prison complex, you are not allowed to have contact or conversations with them as you report to the visiting room area. This could jeopardize your visitation rights. While you are in the visiting room, you can not talk to other prisoners or their guests. Be processed for visit: All visitors, regardless of age, must have adequate forms of identification in
order to visit. Adults must have one of the following appropriate identification methods: one of these IDs: -Driver's license or ID issued by a U.S. state or deducted possession provided it contains an image or information such as name, date of birth, gender, height, eye color, and address. - ID issued by federal, state or local government agencies or entities,
provided it contains an image or information such as name, date of birth, gender, height, eye color and address. - School I.D., with a picture. - American passport. -U.S. Citizenship Certificate (INS Form N-560 or N-561). - Naturalization certificate (FORM INS N-550 or N-570). -Foreign registration receipt card with photo (INS Form I-151 or I-551). -Temporary
resident card (INS form I-688). - Any other form of identification that contains an image. Or two of these IDs, one of which must contain a physical description of the person: -voter registration - U.S. army ticket or draft records. - Car registration. A Social Security card in the U.S. issued by the Social Security Administration. - Sand birth certificate issued by the
State Department (FS-545 form or form DS-1350). - An original or certified copy of a birth certificate issued by a state, municipal authority, or foreign holding of the United States bearing an official seal. - U.S. Civil ID (FORM INS I-197). - ID card for use by a U.S. citizen (FORM INS I-179). - School documentation or diploma. Clinic, doctor, vaccine, or hospital
record. - A nursery or nursery report. - Driver's license or temporary driver's license. - An Indian tribal document. NOTE: Any displayed forms of identification that have passed the expiration date specified in this document will not be accepted. Photo copies of each ID will not be accepted. Note: One photo ID or two non-photo IDs are required for all visitors,
including children and babies. A visitor who cannot present an acceptable ID will not be allowed to visit unless approved by the facility manager/planner. A visitor who has forged identifying information will be suspended/banned from the facility for a period of time determined by the facility manager/facility manager. Anyone seen under the influence of alcohol
or a controlled substance will not be allowed to go to jail. You must be on the prisoner's visitors list. We can't tell you if you're on the list. The prisoner must notify his visitors. If you allow to visit the visitors list, you will not be allowed to visit. You must be 18 years of age or older to visit unless accompanied by a parent or guardian who is also on the prisoner's
visitor list or unless you are the prisoner's legal spouse. You can only be on one inmate's visitors list at a time. Every visitor, regardless of their age, is subject to search. If a reluctant visitor searches before entering the prison, the visitation rights can be rejected. If a reluctant visitor has conducted a search while in prison or upon leaving prison, they may be
detained until appropriate law enforcement arrives. Each visitor must successfully pass through a metal detector to allow them to enter the visiting room. Women should wear bras. However, they should not be underwire which will not pass successfully through metal detectors. Facilities may use dogs to perform passive drug screenings or special devices to
detect illegal drugs. Failure to deliver these funds may cause your controller to be rejected. Most, but not all, lockers are available to store your personal items, which are not allowed in the visiting room. Some facilities may need to use lockers to use lockers. Facilities that do not offer lockers will require items to be locked in the vehicle. Can't split visits A few
days – for example, a visitor cannot come on Monday for half an hour and then return on Tuesday for another half an hour. Similarly, if a prisoner or visitor finishes a visit for lunch, the visit cannot continue after lunch. Guests are required to enter upon arrival and leave before departure. Minor visitors: All minors under the age of 18 must receive the
appropriate visitor form signed by both the parent and the child's legal guardian and the counselor or unit manager of the prisoner before the minor is placed on the prisoner's list. Incarcerated parents are not allowed to sign these forms. Children aged five and under can be held by the prisoner on his lap. Babies: Please feed your baby/babies before visiting.
Only if there is a baby at your visiting party can you take to the visiting room the following items: -up to three commercially open containers and a vacuum seal of baby food per baby. All containers will be opened by the officers being examined. - Up to 3 clear plastic bottles of pre-mixed formula/white milk per baby. - Up to three baby diapers. The diapers must
be loose so they can be tested. - Up to three pull-ups or workout pants per baby. - Reasonable number of note wipes: Some prisons allow one blanket, one change of clothes, one pacifier or one teeth ring, one apron, one empty Sippy and one baby spoon. Check with the prison that fits their local policies. All of these items must be placed in a transparent
plastic bag, provided in the visitor reception area. You will not permit any other container of any kind. Note: Some prisons do not allow baby wipes to be brought because they are already available inside the visiting room. Check with the prison that fits their local policies. Duration of visits: Visits can be ended due to violation of visiting room rules, district
policy, etc. Each visitor's permissions may be limited, suspended, or limited (such as contactless visits only or a restriction on visiting more than one facility) if information is available indicating that a person's visit option poses a threat to the safety and security of each prison. Visits will take no less than 1 hour and will take place during regular visiting hours.
Longer periods may be permitted depending on the prisoner's level of custody and availability in the visiting room. In case the visiting room is fully booked, and additional visits must be made, visits will be completed on a sunday morning basis, provided the minimum visit time of 1 hour has elapsed. Number of visitors: The number of visitors each prisoner
may have at any free time may be limited depending on the available visiting room space. Each facility has determined the maximum number allowed per prisoner, per visit and the maximum capacity of persons, And visitors are allowed in the visiting area. Prohibited items in the visiting room: At no time will visitors attempt to give prisoners gifts or items (other
than vending machine items). At no time will the visitors try to give the prisoners money. Money can only be added to a prisoner's account/trust account. Coats, jackets or other clothing (excluding suit jackets, sports jackets/blazers or cardigan sweaters). Note: There are some prisons that also have outside visiting areas, where outdoor clothing is allowed.
Please check with the appropriate prison for their local policies. -Portable wireless devices - cameras -audio recorders -radio/iPods -cell phones -biggers -handbags -any type of food and/or drink brought from the outside -chewing gum -tobacco products -lighters -Pocket Knives -keys -no clothes or papers for the prisoner - medications -any kind of device,
whether worn or held by hand, that has the ability of audio and/or video/photography recording and/or phone capability This can include, but not be limited to, eyeglasses, tie tacks, lapel pins, wristwatches, pens, etc. Note: Visitors who require medication during the visit (such as inhalers or insulin injections) must advise the visiting room officer upon arrival at
the prison and follow appropriate procedures. Critics are responsible for administering their own drugs. People caught putting contraband in the visiting room will be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law and permanently prohibited from visiting all prisons. Note: The county reserves the right to add to this listing. Always check with the visiting room officer
for questions. Dress Code – What not to wear: Visitors are expected to dress appropriately and avoid clothing styles that are revealing or provocative. Women should wear bras. However, they should not be underwire which will not pass successfully through metal detectors. - No coats, jackets or other clothing (excluding suit jackets, Sports jackets/blazers or
cardigan sweaters) - No see-through clothes - No clothes that reveal private body parts - No shorts or miniskirts shorter than 4 inches above the middle of the kneecap - No sleeveless shirts or Tank top without spaghetti strings or shirts that expose the shoulder or middle without collar shirts without spandex or leggings without pajamas she wore as clothes
outside - no hoods of any kind - no bobby pins, Safety Pins, Decorative pins, hair accessories and/or jewelry items that do not successfully clean the metal detectors -No swimwear -No clothes relating to foul language, drugs, sex of violence -No bare feet -No boxer shorts -No clothes with tear tears or revealing holes in areas of the body that may expose
breasts - Nipples, buttocks, genital area, no pajamas or lingerie. COUNTY reserves the right to add to this registry. Always check with the visiting room officer for questions. Scarves or obstructive clothing: Scarves or other items of clothing that block the view of a person's face required by a female visitor's religious beliefs are allowed to be worn inside the
facility. In order to ensure positive identification of the visitor, the following procedures will be performed to process a visitor wearing a veil or other items of clothing that block the display of a person's face when entering/exiting a facility: 1. In all cases a staff member will be used to identify the visitor. If possible, a correctional officer will be accompanied. When
a correctional officer is unavailable, a team of women from other departments (e.g., medical, business office, records, food services, etc.) will be used to process auditors and confirm their identity upon departure. 2. Removal or removal of face veils or other items of clothing will be done at a location that funds the visitor's privacy so that males are not seen. 3.
All face scarves or other items of clothing that block the view of a person's face must be moved or removed to allow the staff member to uninterruptedly display the visitor's face. Once the staff member has viewed the visitor, the visitor will be ordered to place the face covering or other items of clothing back to its original location. 4. Before leaving the facility,
the face covering must be opened again to confirm the identity of the visitor. Behavior in the visiting room: Prisoners and/or visitors who interfere, use loud, abusive or obscene language, or engage in sexual behavior will end their visit and be charged with restricting visitation rights. Only upon meeting and exiting is the visitor and prisoner allowed to exchange
a short kiss and hug. People with children are responsible for maintaining control of their children. Prohibition on sitting or lying on the lawn in an outdoor visiting area. Visitors and prisoners are not allowed to sit on tables or sit on benches or sit. There will be no sitting on laps, except for young children (see section on underage visitors for details on
prisoners holding children in their laps). There will be no excessive kissing, petting, snuling and/or grooming. Cash/vending machines: All prisons have vending machines in the visiting rooms. Some prisons allow coins and cash, while others make you purchase tokens that can be used in machines. See the attached chart to see what's allowed. When coins
and cash are allowed, nothing bigger than coins, $1 bills and $5 bills are allowed, with a limit of $50 in total. All money must be included in a clear plastic bag or a small clear purse. The team won't make a change. Only visitors Use/operation of vending machines. Consume and dispose of all food/beverage purchased from the vending machines in the visiting
room. As mainly in prisons that have photo cards and food addiction cards - photo cards and food addiction cards must be purchased in the lobby area before visiting. Unused photo cards and any remaining food-selling balance may be used during future visits. Please note that the prison's automatic sales cards are only good for use in this particular prison.
If your inmate moves to another prison, you should work with the sending prison to get information about how you can get a refund of all the remaining funds on that card. After that, in the new prison, you'll have to start using the prison-specific automatic card, if used. Photos taken during visits: Many facilities allow visitors to purchase tokens or tickets to be
taken during visits. Some facilities include a copier/booth that accepts dollars and coins (no gold dollars). Please check with the appropriate facility to see what their local policy is for purchasing photos in the visiting room. Special predetermined visits for long-distance travelers: Special visits can be arranged in advance for people who are not on an approved
visitor list or who have traveled a significant distance and visit family for a seriously ill or injured prisoner. Special visits must be arranged by the prisoner and approved by the facility manager/designee. Service Dogs: Disabled people are allowed to bring their service dogs into the visiting room. Room.
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